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With the launch of New Accounting Standards by Ministry of Finance in 2006, 
fair value has stepped onto the grand stage of Chinese economy and immediately 
became the spotlight of billions of people due to its particularity. What will this 
historical reform on accounting standards bring about, strengthened information 
relevance or enlarged space for earnings management? Heated debate has early 
started among scholars. While the sub-prime crisis in US broke out and was 
spreading to the rest of the world, the well-established fair value measurement in 
developed countries has also been pushed into the teeth of the storm.  
In this thesis, the author attempts to explore the role of fair value in earnings 
management of listed companies through analysis on recent financial data of these 
companies as well as stakeholders’ reaction to the data. Firstly, research is made on 
definition and major schools of fair value and earnings management, and then 
focuses on the motive and features that list companies apply fair value in earnings 
management. Secondly, the author selected two typical cases in capital market, 
namely, FangDa Group and Hatou Ltd, for concrete case study, analyzing the role of 
fair value in their earnings management and the reaction from the capital market.  
 Conclusions are: 1) fair value is a double-edged sword for earnings 
management. The key of fair value is relevance and fairness. In the immature market 
economy in China, however, it tends to become the manipulation tool for earnings 
management. 2) While fair value has its undoubted advantage, there are obstacles to 
implement it across the country and improvements are needed for fair value 
accounting rules. 
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